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IMER WORKMAN II MIXERS
Free shipping from IMER factory warehouse.*  
Mix concrete, cement, mortar, grout.

250 Drum capacity 9 cu. ft., batch output 6 cu. ft.

350 Drum capacity 12 cu. ft., batch output 9.5 cu. ft. 

420 Drum capacity 14.5 cu. ft., batch output 11.5 cu. ft.
*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.)

One piece removable drum (easy to replace), belt driven gearbox (quiet and powerful). 
Worm drive dump gear (easy to discharge), frame mounted spare tire (you never know). 
No huge crown gear (lightweight, easy to move). 
Patented interior drum design (mixes everything fast). 
Imer mixers offer greatly reduced maintenance.

250, 1.5 hp, Electric  $2399.00
350, 1.5 hp, Electric  $2599.00
350, 5.5 hp, Honda    $2599.00
420, 1.5 hp, Electric  $3399.00
420, 5.5 hp, Honda    $3399.00
420, Yanmar Diesel   $4599.00

 item 
 6590

Buy an IMER Workman II 420 model, get a FREE Minuteman mixer, a $519.00 value.
Buy an IMER Workman II 350 model, get a Minuteman mixer for $150.00, a $369.00 value. 
Buy an IMER Workman II 250 model, get a Minuteman mixer for $250.00, a $269.00 value. 

MINUTEMAN 1/2 hp, 115 Volts. $519.00 item 4275 Free Shipping
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  14” X 0.125” $239.99  item 7620  

MK-762 DMX DIAMATRIX 
Supreme Grade General Purpose

 Blade For Concrete.         65% Faster cutting
50% Longer Life

CROWN SCREED KING
Free shipping on power head from factory warehouse.  
Screed King Honda 4-Stroke GX35 engine, 75% less vibration to operator’s hands.
No tools required to remove screed bars. 5.5” base allows the Screed King to float in any slump of concrete.
Unique CURL EDGE helps to roll the excess concrete back to the rakers and allows the screed bar to float or ride on forms.
No brackets or adjustable torsion rods mean no crevices for concrete to gather in, making clean-up a breeze.
Adjustable handle bars can accommodate any user height in any depth of concrete.
No flex shaft to lubricate. Oversized bearing system is factory sealed.
MAGFLO clamp-on mounting system allows the power head to be offset to work under protrusions.

POWER HEAD 1208.00 item 1107  Power unit only, choose your desired screed bar length.

MAGFLO Magnesium Single Unit Screed Bars
Enclosed design virtually eliminates warping and torquing.
5.5” base allows the screed to float in any slump of concrete.
No brackets or adjustable torsion rods mean no crevices for concrete 
to gather in, making clean-up a breeze.
The MAGFLO screed requires no tools to add or remove the power head.
Screed King delivers high frequency vibration that eliminates
the honeycomb effect and speeds finishing time.

Magnesium screed bars provide the lightest 
material in the industry and will not react

 to concrete like aluminum screed bars.

Honda 4-stroke engine is isolated 
from vibration with rubber mounts. 

item 1105

4 ft. Screed   
5 ft. Screed        
6 ft. Screed   
8 ft. Screed   
10 ft. Screed* 
12 ft. Screed* 
14 ft. Screed* 
16 ft. Screed*
*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the 
continental USA on power units with screeds, 
or screeds 10 ft. and longer.)

Call for pricing and shipping details on screed bars.
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QUIKPOINT MORTAR GUN
Uses all standard and pre-mixed pointing mortars. 
Vibrator fed auger drive assures constant mortar bead. 
Unbreakable polyurethane body and nozzle holder. 
Takes just 10 seconds to reload 1/2 gallon hopper. 
Quick clean-up in less than a minute simply by flushing with water. 
Portable, weighs only 10 pounds (approximately 13 pounds loaded). 
Specially designed nozzle with 4 interchangeable steel tips 
(small: 3/16” X 3/4”, medium: 1/4” X 3/4”, large: 1/2” X 5/8” and
1/4” X 3/4” angled). Nozzle rotates for horizontal and vertical joints. 
Powered by Makita 5.2 AMP drill, or use any 3/8” drill.
Cordless drill must be 18V or higher. Made in the USA.
WITHOUT DRILL $215.00 item 4578 S&H $12.00

WITH MAKITA DRILL $319.00 item 4577 S&H $14.00 Excellent Mortar Penetration. 

ARIX C43 DIAMOND ARRAY TECHNOLOGY 
High performance blade for concrete.         

  14” X 0.125” $207.00  item 7345  

PEARL PRO-V CONCRETE DIAMOND BLADE
Laser welded general purpose blade for concrete.

Huge 12 mm tall diamond segments.
Wet or dry cutting, laser welded.

Cuts concrete block, hard brick, paver bricks, reinforced concrete, 
refractory material, soft stone and sand stone.

Use on masonry saws, walk behind saws (max. 20 hp), and cut-off saws.
1” and 3/4” (20 mm) adaptor included.

High tensile strength core prevents blade wobble, improves durability.
         

   14” $75.99 each  
     Buy 3 $69.30 each item 7005 

PEARL PRO-V DOUBLE ROW CUP WHEELS
4” and 7” double row segmented diamond cup wheels.

For grinding, mark removal, de-burring, rough surface grinding.
Produces less dust and is more productive than abrasives.

4” $59.99
7”  $79.99

Item 7450

Diamonds are individually placed in 
strategic positions to maximum cutting
performance. Cutting speed increases 
up to 50% while blade life often climbs 
up to 100% more than traditional 
diamond blades.



2.5 HP GAS BACKPACK STOW CONCRETE VIBRATOR
The BP25H Honda is a 4-stroke 2.5 hp. 24 lb. backpack vibrator

 designed to work in medium to high-slump concrete.
Applications include small pours, slabs, driveways, stem walls and footings.

Ergonomically designed vibrator for convenient operation of steel or rubber heads.
6 different shaft lengths are available ranging in size from 7 to 21 ft.

7 different steel vibrator heads available in diameters ranging from 7/8” to 2 5/8”.
3 different rubber heads available in diameters ranging from 1 7/8” to 2 3/4”.

Quick disconnect coupler makes setup on the job site fast and easy.
item 7802 

Free shipping from factory warehouse. (In the continental USA.)

SA80 BRICK & BLOCK SAW
31-1/2” length of cut, cuts 20”x 20” diagonally.
12” or 14” blade capacity.
Depth of cut 6-5/8” with a 14” blade. (Blade included.)
Weight 154 lbs. 2.2 hp motor, 110 volts, 15 amps.
Cutting table width 23-5/8”.
Belt driven motor delivers plenty of torque.
Spring loaded manual plunge cutting capability.
Telescopic legs equipped with wheels.
Head tilts to 45 degrees.
Steel rollers for smooth cart rolling.

SA80 2.2 hp $1899.00     item 7769
S&H $90.00*
*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.)

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-709-0002

14” HUSQVARNA K750 CUT-OFF-SAW
Dual Charge engine technology provides a powerful 

engine with low emissions and excellent fuel economy. 
Includes manual decompression valve, larger muffler 

and a newly developed vibration damping system that makes the 
machine quieter, easier to start and comfortable to use. 
FREE 14” VH5 WITH K750 PURCHASE

5 hp, 74 cc, 2-Cycle Engine.  
$879.99 item 6885 

FREE SHIPPING

TARGET VH5 BY HUSQVARNA
  14” $69.99 each  
Buy 3 $62.99 each

VH5 General purpose economical 
blade for cured concrete and brick.

item 7680

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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D28755 DeWALT 14” CUT-OFF SAW
15 AMP, 5.3 hp (maximum) motor provides power and 
speed for concrete cutting. Weight 24 lbs. 
Epoxy coated field and armature for long life.
Soft start reduces reactionary torque during start up. 
Dust duct provides dust extraction while cutting concrete. 
Dust sealed switch for longer switch life. 
Adjustable guard for different cutting depths. 
Spindle lock button for fast, easy wheel changing. 
Diamond blade not included.

$499.99 item 7391 S&H $17.00

DC530KA 18V CORDLESS CONCRETE VIBRATOR 
Heavy-duty 18V cordless pencil vibrator kit.

1-1/8” diameter vibrator delivers maximum power.
4 foot long flexible shaft for easy use and long reach.

14,000 VPM (under load) delivers maximum consolidation efficiency.
Includes: 1 hour charger, (2) 18V XRP™ batteries,

soft-side bag for batteries and charger.  

$499.99 item DC530KA S&H $15.00

Free shipping from factory warehouse. (In the continental USA.)

D25213K 1” 3 Mode D-Handle SDS Hammer $237.00
D25314K 1” SDS Hammer Quick Change Clutch $345.00
D25404K 1-1/8” SDS Hammer Kit  $349.00
D25500K 1-9/16” SDS Max Electric Rotary Hammer $419.00
D25600K 1-3/4” SDS Max Electric Rotary Hammer $539.00
D25701K  1-7/8” SDS Max Electric Rotary Hammer $1149.00
D25730K 2” SDS Max Electric Rotary Hammer $1299.00
D25551K 1-9/16” Spline Rotary Hammer W Bit Lock $399.00
D25650K 1-3/4” Spline Rotary Hammer W Bit Lock $549.00
D25830K 12.3 lb. SDS Max Chipping Hammer $509.00
D25850K 13.2 lb. Spline Chipping Hammer $509.00
D25890K 19 lb. SDS Max Demolition Hammer $739.00
D25900K 21.6 lb. SDS Max Demolition Hammer $769.00 
D25940K 26.4 lb. 3/4” Hex Demolition Hammer $839.00
D25980K 68 lb. 1-1/8” Hex Pavement Breaker $1599.00

HAMMER SALE FREE SHIPPING

Visit www.contractorsdirect.com for product details.
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14” DPC7311 POWER CUTTER
5.6 HP, 73 cc ENGINE
Five-stage, foam-paper-nylon filter system with advanced
Directional Air Flow provides very clean air for better 
saw performance. Weight dry, 22.5 lbs. 
On-Off-Choke operating switch on a single lever 
for operator convenience. 
Cushioned operator grips with 4 vibration-absorption 
rubber buffers for increased operator comfort.
Electronic ignition system with larger flywheel and 
rare earth magnets for more power.

$699.00 item 7385  S&H $19.00

BVR450 & BV850 CORDLESS VIBRATOR
Choose from 4 ft. or 8 ft. shaft length.
Vibrates at 13,000 VPM for smooth mixing of concrete. 
Produces a consistent finish on concrete footings, walls and stairs. 
Increases strength of concrete.
Weight 8.2 lbs / 11.7 lbs.
Protective cover on switch and battery to prevent contamination.
2 LXT Lithium-Ion 3.0Ah batteries (194205-3).
45-minute optimum charger (DC18SC).
Carrying case.

BVR450 4ft. $525.99 S&H $19.00

BVR850 8ft. $579.99 S&H $20.00

Blade not included.

VR251DWDE CORDLESS VIBRATOR
World’s First Concrete Vibrator!
Vibrates at 12,500 VPM for smooth mixing of concrete. 
Produces a consistent finish on concrete footings, walls and stairs. 
Increases strength of concrete.
46-7/8” flexible shaft; weight 7 lbs. (with battery). 
Protective cover on switch and battery to prevent contamination.
Includes: 2 - 12 Volt batteries, DC1411 charger, battery cover
and carrying case.

$399.99 item 5345 S&H $15.00

MAKITA 12” & 14” CUT-OFF SAWS
Powerful 15 AMP 12” or 14” angle cutters.
12” - 5,000 RPM, 14” - 3,500 RPM.
Rubber shield helps keep debris away from entering the motor.
Guide wheels on the tool guard ensure smooth tool travel. 
Tool body position can be adjusted independently of cutting depth.
Rubberized wrap around handle for increased control with lock-on 
button for continuous operation. 4114X has built-in vacuum
attachment port. Removable base for a closer edge-to-edge cut.
FREE MAKITA 14” DIAMOND BLADE
INCLUDED WITH 4114X ONLY.
4112H 12” $469.99 S&H $18.00

4114X 14” $549.99 S&H $19.00
         item 7389 

1” vibrator diameter. 

1” vibrator 
diameter. 

 item 7912
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Equally suited for  wet or dry cutting. 

MK CX-3 PUSH WALK BEHIND SAW
Free shipping from MK factory warehouse.
Free 12” MK CX-10 diamond blade. Depth of cut with 14” blade is 5-1/2”.
Compact, lightweight, engineered for maneuverability and reliability.
Can be used for wet or dry cutting. 14” maximum blade capacity.
Blade guard mounts on either left or right-hand side of saw and cuts within 
1” of wall or curb. 1” diameter blade shaft with self aligning bearings.
Folding handle bar for compact transport. Poly V-belt.
Tachometer on Honda engine.

CX-3 Robin 6 hp $985.00 item 159346

CX-3 Honda 6.5 hp $1339.00 item 6580
*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.)

California residents are charged applicable sales tax for a factory direct shipment. 

STOW SCT POWER TROWELS
Cast aluminum gearbox features cooling fins, large tapered bearings 
and high oil capacity to minimize heat and ensure cool operating temperature.
Hardened spring steel wear plates and bronze bushings eliminate wear on the 
thrust collar. Spider hub is composed of high-quality class-35 cast iron.
Rugged safety shut-off switch. Stabilizer ring reduces blade chatter.
Handle has a star wheel control to adjust blade pitch.
Trowel blades sold separately. Call or visit www.contractorsdirect.com. 
Free shipping from factory warehouse.*

36” SCT Honda 5.5 hp $1576.00
46” SCT Honda 8 hp $1848.00
*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.)

item 7779

ALTRAD BI135F 
CONCRETE MIXER
3 in 1; concrete, mortar and cement mixer is designed to do it all.
Two specially engineered steel blades provide for smooth and efficient 
mixing within minutes. Strong 115 Volt, 0.75 hp electric motor.
Big, solid 8” heavy-duty poly wheels for easy rolling. 
Side loading is accessible on both sides for loading and unloading 
without obstructions. Perfect height for a wheelbarrow.
Sturdy high impact poly motor guard, provides maximum safety and 
weather protection. Unit is rated only at 88 decibels.
Extra large operator handle makes the unit easy to lift and move.
Drive pinions and crowns are made of cast steel, providing ultimate 
turning and longer life. Extra large wheel makes dumping effortless.
Foldable legs for easy storage and or transportation.
Heavy duty powder coated epoxy finish.
Altrad drums are made in two pieces using high abrasion wear
resistant steel for maximum durability.

$515.99 item 7820 Free Shipping.
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TARGET BY HUSQVARNA MI5 
Multi-application blade for hard materials.

New, extremely fast cutting, wet or dry. 
Best blade made by Target!

   MI5 is for fast cutting of brick & some block.
Features notched segments for aggressive cutting.

14” $215.00 each

Buy 2 $199.00 each

MK-2000 BRICK & BLOCK SAWS
Free Shipping from MK factory warehouse.*
14” BX-30 general purpose wet/dry diamond blade included. 
14” blade capacity, 5” depth of cut, 1” arbor. 
Precision engineered, cast-aluminum structural components & 
jig-welded steel frame assembly. 
Drop down blade shaft is built with sealed, permanently 
lubricated, heavy-duty bearings. 
Open-back design allows for material up to 16” long to be cut. 
Recoil spring return cutting head.
Submersible electric water pump on electric series saws.

1.5 HP, 110V $1189.00
2 HP, Dual Voltage $1369.00     item 6550

5.5 HP, Honda Gas $2039.00

*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.)

California residents are charged applicable sales tax for a factory direct shipment. 

Open-back design allows for 
8”x8”x16” long to be cut.

item  7191

Blade not included.

item 6725

HUSQVARNA TS 355
PORTASAW MASONRY SAWS
Free shipping from factory warehouse.*  
Free stand. 
Plunge cutting or fixed head cutting capability.
High torque continuous duty Baldor electric motors,
or 5-1/2 HP Honda engine.
Quick-mount cutting head allows easy removal 
of the power head for transportation.
Cutting head pivots on bearings which are sealed for life.
STA-LEVEL blade guard keeps the blade guard 
parallel to the cutting table for accurate cuts.
Large cast aluminum conveyor cart with 
moveable rip guide for making precision cuts.
Depth of cut 5”, 1” arbor. 14” blade size.

1.5 HP, 110V $1295.00
1.5 HP, Dual Voltage $1375.00
2 HP, Dual Voltage $1545.00     
5.5 HP, Honda Gas $1970.00

*(Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.)


